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One person opined to me that every time he asked a question of his integrated self another question or two arose could that be a complaint since the answers are so
instantaneous the realization so full and satisfying the experience so magnificent and rewarding his spirit and the creator so well served he has become a perfect
consciousness is not this the goal man has searched for since his beginning as man
Do not believe that your other plane consciousnesses can work out your unfinished business for you while you delay asking questions whatever was begun on the third
plane of consciousness must be finished there one other point that is well worth making is in regard to thinking and discussing material you have brought into the
detail consciousness it is profitable to think about and review material you have run you can realize new ideas bring a reflective awareness to mind or relate your
experience to another person which could inspire them to a new and greater understanding
This activity is worthwhile but one other direction of attention can bring an additional bountiful reward should you have run a past life incident or perhaps were on the
planes or reading the planetary or solar system records instead of letting it go run it again and see more detail this additional running could take place moments or
days later but make certain you do run more of it additional running will certainly bring additional opportunity to ask more questions all of these things you are learning
are so new to man on this planet that they cannot be over observed or over learned
Some few persons however are not so dexterous in the question department but even this lack of ability is overcome with continued practice at the beginning of the
awareness technique experience some individuals are so taken up by the results of the running that they are left quite amazed questions are the least of their desires
that is why we recommend that someone coach them through the first hours of their running once the person being coached finds the abundance of material to be
viewed and questioned he soon finds that running is even more pleasurable when directed through his own questions and desires
As we have mentioned man has been continually questioning everything he can put his awareness to however we believe that since man has had such little success in
having his questions answered or fulfilled he actually does not know much about the nature and function of questions in other words when he has integrated
consciousness and he knows the source structure and relative content of a question he will definitely have a comparable result in an answer
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